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ABSTRACT

Objective: The aim of this study is to describe trends in the consumption of manufactured and roll-your-own cigarettes between 1991 and 2012 in Spain, and to project these trends up to 2020.

Methods: We estimated daily consumption per capita during 1991–2012 using data on sales of manufactured cigarettes (20-packs) and rolling tobacco (kg) from the Tobacco Market Commission, and using data of the Spanish adult population from the National Statistics Institute. We considered different weights (0.5, 0.8 and 1 g) to compute the number of rolled cigarettes per capita. We computed the annual per cent of change and assessed possible changes in trends using jointpoint regression, and projected the consumption up to 2020 using Bayesian methods.

Results: Daily consumption per capita of manufactured cigarettes decreased on average by 3.0% per year in 1991–2012, from 7.6 to 3.8 units, with three trend changes. However, daily consumption per capita of roll-your-own cigarettes increased on average by 14.1% per year, from 0.07 to 0.92 units of 0.5 g, with unchanged trends. Together, daily consumption per capita decreased between 2.9% and 2.5%, depending on the weight of the roll-your-own cigarettes. Projections up to 2020 indicate a decrease of manufactured cigarettes (1.75 units per capita) but an increase of roll-your-own cigarettes (1.25 units per capita).

Conclusions: While the consumption per capita of manufactured cigarettes has decreased in the past years in Spain, the consumption of roll-your-own cigarettes has increased at an annual rate around 14% over the past years. Whereas a net decrease in cigarette consumption is expected in the future, use of roll-your-own cigarettes will continue to increase.

INTRODUCTION

Smoking is the leading cause of preventable morbidity and premature mortality worldwide.1 As a consequence of the increasing awareness of the population of the harmful effects of smoking and the tobacco control policies promoted by the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control,2 a decrease in cigarette consumption has been observed in many developed countries in the past years. In Western Europe, cigarette consumption dropped by 26% between 1990 and 2009.3 Nevertheless, the use of forms of tobacco other than conventional cigarettes is becoming widespread, because of their lower regulation and prices.4

Although a decreasing conventional manufactured cigarette smoking has been also described in adolescents,5,6 the concurrent use of multiple tobacco products is becoming prevalent among young populations.7 In this sense, the use of rolling tobacco, or roll-your-own (RVO) cigarettes, is increasing in many countries,8 in part because of the widespread belief of minimal hazardous health effects.9 Evidence does not support
this belief; on the contrary, rolling tobacco yields higher nicotine, tar and carbon monoxide levels than manufactured cigarettes.\textsuperscript{10–12}

As in other countries, the economic crisis during the past years in Spain seems to have led to an increase in the consumption of other tobacco products subject to lower taxes and thus being cheaper for smokers.\textsuperscript{13} The aim of this study is to describe trends in the consumption of manufactured and RYO cigarettes between 1991 and 2012 in Spain, and to project these trends up to 2020.

METHODS

We used the official Spanish data on annual legal sales of tobacco products from the Tobacco Market Commission.\textsuperscript{14} The Commission collects information on tobacco product sales to smokers from tobacconists. We included data from the Iberian Peninsula & the Balearic Islands and excluded data from Canary Islands and Ceuta & Melilla, because of the different taxation rules in these provinces. We considered annual data on manufactured cigarettes and rolling tobacco from 1991, when this latter item was first included in the registries, up to 2012. Information on manufactured cigarettes was first reported in million packs of cigarettes and then in packs of 20 cigarettes. For rolling tobacco, nevertheless, there has been some variability in the way the statement has been made. It was first expressed in millions of packages (from 1991 to 1998), then in millions of bags (from 1999 to 2000), then in millions of bags or cans (from 2001 to 2008), and finally in kg of product (from 2008 up to now). We assumed that one pack/bag/can of rolling tobacco weighs 50 g, on the basis of the available data in 2008, when the information on sales was available in both bags/cans and in kilograms.\textsuperscript{15, 16} We estimated this figure by dividing the total grams sold in 2008 by all the bags/cans sold that same year, resulting in 46.85 g. Using the rounded figure of 50 g per unit of pack/bag/can, we were able to estimate the sales of rolling tobacco in kg of the product for the whole study period (1991–2012).

We also collected data of the Spanish population ≥16 years old for the period 1991–2012, using the population censuses and the official intercensuses data (available up to 2012) from the National Statistics Institute.\textsuperscript{17} This information allowed us to estimate the average number of manufactured and RYO cigarettes per year and person.\textsuperscript{18, 19} Since this information is public aggregated data and it does not contain data on individuals, ethical approval was not required.

Since the amount of tobacco included in a unit of RYO cigarette is variable as it depends on the way the smoker makes the roll,\textsuperscript{12} we considered three possible weights to estimate the number of cigarettes: 0.5, 0.8 and 1 g of tobacco. For each option, we calculated the annual per cent of change (APC) of the number of cigarettes per person and year for manufactured cigarettes, RYO cigarettes, and both type of cigarettes taken together.

In order to assess changing trends during 1991–2012, we used joinpoint regression. According to the procedure developed by Kim \textit{et al}.\textsuperscript{20} and based on the shape of the time trend of the daily cigarette consumption per capita, we assumed a maximum number of four joinpoints. To predict trends, we fitted an autoregressive Bayesian log-linear Poisson model to the observed data in 1991–2012. This model allows better predictions in situations where other models may fail\textsuperscript{20} and gives more weight to data from recent periods, especially when changing trends arise through the study period.\textsuperscript{21} In this line, the temporal trend was modelled through a random walk (RW). We assessed the performance of the model comparing an RW of order 1, which assumes constant rate of changes, with an RW of order 2, which is a moving average that changes in time and allows for smoothing of the trend.\textsuperscript{21} We found that the model with RW of order 2 showed less variability in the within-sample prediction of the observed cigarettes per capita in 1991–2012, and then the RW of order 2 assumption was used (see online supplementary figure S1). Once the model was fitted, we predicted the cigarette consumption for the period 2013–2020, based on the time trend estimated with this Bayesian model.

RESULTS

The daily consumption per capita of manufactured cigarettes decreased from 7.6 units in 1991 to 3.8 units in 2012, with an average APC of −3.0 (figure 1). The daily consumption per capita of RYO cigarettes in the same period increased according to the scenario considered, from 0.07 to 0.92 units of 0.5 g, from 0.04 to 0.58 units of 0.8 g and from 0.03 to 0.46 units of 1 g (average APC: 14.1). This represents an increase in the proportion of RYO cigarettes from 0.9% in 1991 to 19.6% in 2012 of overall cigarettes per capita, considering rolled units of 0.5 g (from 0.5% to 13.3% and from 0.4% to
10.8% considering RYO cigarettes of 0.8 and 1 g, respectively. Overall, daily consumption per capita (manufactured plus RYO cigarettes) decreased from 7.6 to 4.7 units (average APC: −2.1), from 7.6 to 4.4 units (average APC: −2.4) and from 7.6 to 4.2 units (average APC: −2.5), depending on the weight of the RYO cigarettes considered.

Joinpoint analyses (table 1) indicated a decrease in the consumption of manufactured cigarettes at the beginning of the period (1991–1996), then a period of non-significant rising during 1997–2001, and then a significant downward trend in 2002–2008, which accelerated afterwards in 2009–2012 (APC of −12.6). When we considered only RYO cigarettes, we observed a continuous significant increasing trend of 14.1% for the whole study period (1991–2012).

Figure 1 shows the trends in daily consumption of units of manufactured and RYO cigarettes, as well as the projections up to 2020. For that year, differences between the consumption of both types of cigarettes taken together (solid line) and the consumption of manufactured cigarettes only (dashed line) reach a 36% increase compared to that observed at the end of the observed period in 2012. By 2020, projections indicate a daily consumption per capita of 1.75 units of manufactured cigarettes and 1.25 units of RYO cigarettes, the latter representing 41.6% of overall cigarettes per capita projected by that year.

**DISCUSSION**

Besides a decrease in daily consumption per capita of manufactured cigarettes, we observed an increase in the consumption of RYO cigarettes, thus indicating a shift from one form to another. We found an increasing contribution of the RYO cigarettes to the overall cigarette consumption per capita during 1991–2012. These changes have to be taken into account in future tobacco control policies. They represented 0.9% in 1991 and 19.6% in 2012 of overall cigarette consumption per capita, when considering RYO units of 0.5 g. This trend has also been observed in other developed countries, including younger populations. Although the global trend of daily use of cigarettes per capita is decreasing, the increasing trend of use of RYO cigarettes is a matter of great concern, and our projections indicate that it will continue in the future at a higher rate, with an estimated proportion of 41.7% of overall cigarettes per capita by the year 2020.

Article 6 of the FCTC urges the parties to adopt price and tax measures for all tobacco products. In Spain, several tax reforms have accompanied the implementation of more restrictive tobacco regulations, but they have been mainly applied to manufactured cigarettes. In recent years, the prices of these products have been remarkably different, with rolling tobacco costing about 50% less than manufactured cigarettes until 2009, when a small tax was introduced. However, an increase in the market share of rolling tobacco has been observed, from 1.6% to 5.1% of sales from 2005 to 2011.

The decrease in sales of manufactured cigarettes is possibly in part a collateral effect of the Spanish smoke-free legislation of 2010, reflecting less smoking by adult smokers. The current economic crisis could also have contributed to make some smokers shift from manufactured to RYO cigarettes, especially younger smokers. This shift should be explored in depth in order to develop prevention strategies, especially among young people. A New Zealand study found that the reasons referred by smokers for this shift are, in order of importance, that RYO cigarettes are cheaper, taste better, are more satisfying, reduce the amount smoked and have less harmful effects. With a more detailed knowledge of this shift by population strata, more appropriate strategies may be planned to tackle rolling tobacco consumption and encourage cessation—among them, awareness campaigns and better information to the population on the health effects of rolling tobacco, with an emphasis on youth and socioeconomic deprived areas.

Some limitations of our investigation deserve consideration. First, we estimated the cigarette consumption per capita by means of the information available on product sales. This information provides a crude estimation of the population’s consumption, as it does not distinguish between sales to the Spanish population and sales to the tourists, a common situation especially in the nation’s border and coastal provinces. On the other hand, official sales do not include smuggling, and therefore a

---

**Table 1** Joinpoint analyses of daily cigarette consumption per capita by adult population ≥16 years old in Spain (manufactured cigarettes, roll-your-own cigarettes and both type of cigarettes) over the period 1991–2012 and the corresponding annual per cent of change (and their 95% CIs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend 1</th>
<th>Trend 2</th>
<th>Trend 3</th>
<th>Trend 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufactured</td>
<td>−2.9 (−5.3 to −0.6)*</td>
<td>3.3 (−0.2 to 6.9)</td>
<td>−1.9 (−3.7 to −0.1)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>−2.8 (−5.3 to −0.3)*</td>
<td>3.6 (−0.1 to 7.3)</td>
<td>−1.1 (−2.9 to 0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>1991–2012</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll-your-own</td>
<td>14.1 (13.1 to 15.2)*</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistically significant (p<0.05).
variable portion of the consumption is not being considered. However, smuggling had hugely decreased in the past decades, and in a European survey conducted in 2010 only 3.4% of Spanish smokers self-reported purchase from an illicit source. Second, information on tobacco sales is heterogeneous. In the case of manufactured cigarettes, sales were registered in ‘packs’ in the first years (until 2005, packs of 10 and 19 cigarettes existed, although they represented a very small portion of the volume share). The available information on rolling tobacco is more heterogeneous, because the registries on sales during the first years included units of the product and no specification on their weights was provided. Fortunately, information on units of the product and the corresponding kilograms was available for the year 2008, allowing us to obtain some estimations. Third, the amount of tobacco in a RYO cigarette is variable, and this contributes to an imprecise estimation of the number of cigarettes. Some reports have used conversion factors between 0.6 and 0.9 g per cigarette, and according to the Pricing Policy And Control of Tobacco in Europe (PPACTE) project in 2010, the median weight of RYO cigarettes ranged between 0.48 and 1.15 g. In our study, we used three different options (0.5, 0.8 and 1 g). Fourth, pipe tobacco can be also used to make RYO cigarettes, so their unitary estimations may be slightly underestimated, although less than 1% of the Spanish population smoked pipes. Despite this, our analysis allowed us to provide an estimation of tobacco sales (and tobacco consumption) at a national level and, more importantly, allowed us to compare the consumption of manufactured and RYO cigarettes. We have used a well-established time-series methodology to assess cigarette consumption over time. The statistical modelling through Bayesian autoregressive assumption appears a useful method to assess the long-term relationship between manufactured and RYO cigarettes. Moreover, the net estimations of manufactured and RYO cigarettes according to the constraints of the Bayesian model were similar to the data observed per year (see online supplementary table S1).

In conclusion, although the sales of manufactured cigarettes are decreasing as observed in the past years in Spain, use of RYO cigarettes is progressively increasing. Rolling tobacco sales will continue to increase in the next years, partly due to a shift in the consumption from manufactured to RYO cigarettes. More attention should be paid to this and other alternative tobacco products in order to hinder its access, especially to young people. More concrete strategies, such as higher taxation and information on their health effects, are key strategies to be developed, with emphasis on specific populations.
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